
1. Introduction
Parker Solar Probe (Parker; Fox et al., 2016) is a NASA heliospheric mission launched in 2018 to explore closer 
to the Sun than ever before. Parker carries four instruments: The Electromagnetic Fields Investigation (FIELDS, 
Bale et al. (2016)), the Integrated Science Investigation of the Sun (IS⊙IS, McComas et al. (2016)), the Solar 
Wind Electrons, Alphas and Protons (SWEAP, Kasper et al. (2016)) and the Wide-Field Imager for Solar Probe 
Plus (WISPR; Vourlidas et al. (2016)). With the exception of WISPR, Parker carries only in situ instrumentation. 
Further, WISPR is designed to view scattered white light well off the limb. As such, although Parker captures 

Abstract Drawing connections between heliospheric spacecraft and solar wind sources is a vital step 
in understanding the evolution of the solar corona into the solar wind and contextualizing in situ timeseries. 
Furthermore, making advanced predictions of this linkage for ongoing heliospheric missions, such as Parker 
Solar Probe (Parker), is necessary for achieving useful coordinated remote observations and maximizing 
scientific return. The general procedure for estimating such connectivity is straightforward (i.e., magnetic 
field line tracing in a coronal model) but validating the resulting estimates is difficult due to the lack of 
an independent ground truth and limited model constraints. In its most recent orbits, Parker has reached 
perihelia of 13.3R⊙ and moreover travels extremely fast prograde relative to the solar surface, covering over 
120° longitude in 3 days. Here we present footpoint predictions and subsequent validation efforts for Parker 
Encounter 10, the first of the 13.3R⊙ orbits, which occurred in November 2021. We show that the longitudinal 
dependence of in situ plasma data from these novel orbits provides a powerful method of footpoint validation. 
With reference to other encounters, we also illustrate that the conditions under which source mapping is most 
accurate for near-ecliptic spacecraft (such as Parker) occur when solar activity is low, but also require that the 
heliospheric current sheet is strongly warped by mid-latitude or equatorial coronal holes. Lastly, we comment 
on the large-scale coronal structure implied by the Encounter 10 mapping, highlighting an empirical equatorial 
cut of the Alfvèn surface consisting of localized protrusions above unipolar magnetic separatrices.

Plain Language Summary Parker Solar Probe (Parker) is a NASA heliospheric mission which 
travels closer to the Sun than any previous human-made object, but also is the first to fly faster than the 
Sun rotates and so skims over its surface in a new way. To get the most out of Parker's science and to tie its 
measurements of the solar wind back to the physics happening at the Sun, we need to estimate the solar origin 
of the plasma which later arrives at Parker. This paper describes how we predict these locations in advance of 
seeing the Parker data as well as how we check how well we did after the fact. We show how Parker's extremely 
fast motion across the Sun in recent orbits leads to new and powerful ways to verify our estimates. We show 
the conditions which make our predictions the most accurate is when there is low solar activity, but plenty of 
“equatorial coronal holes”: dark regions seen near the Sun's equator where the Sun's plasma is able to escape 
into space. Lastly, we show how the connectivity exercise combined with the novel Parker orbital motion allows 
us to “measure” a large portion of the Sun's atmosphere and relate these measurements to how the magnetic 
field lines of the Sun are arranged closer to the solar surface.
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the local properties of the solar wind in situ in exquisite detail, remote observations of where the plasma came 
from at its origin on the Sun must necessarily be made by other instruments and spacecraft on Earth and in the 
heliosphere or by ground-based telescopes. Making such connections back to the Sun is integral to all three of 
Parker's primary science objectives (Fox et al., 2016).

1.  Trace the flow of energy that heats and accelerates the solar corona and solar
2.  Determine the structure and dynamics of the plasma and magnetic fields at the sources of the solar wind
3.  Explore mechanisms that accelerate and transport energetic particles

Many remote observatories, both space-based (e.g., the Interface Region Imaging Spectrograph, De Pontieu 
et al. (2014)) and ground-based (e.g., the Daniel K. Inouye Solar Telescope, Rimmele et al. (2020)) have too small 
a field of view to observe the whole solar disk, or have high-resolution instrument modes with a smaller field 
of view (e.g., the Extreme Ultraviolet Imager (Rochus et al., 2020) on board Solar Orbiter (Müller et al., 2020)). 
As such, they require on-disk target coordinates as input to their nominal operations, and these coordinates must 
typically be provided hours to days in advance of the observation being made.

Therefore, to take full advantage of the array of solar observatories available, it is necessary to model the magnetic 
connectivity through the solar wind from Parker's location back to its origin low in the corona and derive target 
coordinates. Moreover, this modeling must be done as a prediction, meaning it is done without any feedback 
in the form of in situ data (Section  4.1) and using the most recent available boundary conditions which are 
assumed to be somewhat representative of the coronal conditions in the immediate future. Such predictions have 
been attempted by individual modelers since the mission launched (Kim et al., 2020; Riley et al., 2019; Stansby 
et al., 2019; Van der Holst et al., 2019; Wallace et al., 2022).

The statement of the basic procedure for source mapping is deceptively simple. At its core, we consider the 
plasma between the source and the spacecraft (including the corona and the inner heliosphere or solar wind) to 
be well described at large scale by ideal magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) and that therefore the magnetic field is 
frozen in to plasma parcels as they flow away from the Sun. Thus, the time history and origin at the Sun of a given 
plasma parcel measured in situ in the solar wind is simply estimated by magnetic field line tracing from the posi-
tion of the measurement back toward the Sun (or identically, velocity streamline tracing in the solar-corotating 
frame, if the model includes the velocity field). See, for example, Stansby and Verscharen (2022) for the govern-
ing equations for field line tracing of a vector field on a numerical grid.

Despite the simple procedure, obtaining accurate results from this modeling task is far from trivial. Assessing its 
accuracy and uncertainty has been the goal of much recent work (e.g., Da Silva et al., 2022; Koukras et al., 2022; 
MacNeil et al., 2021). Our approach, which is the subject of Section 2.1, is to gather model estimates from a 
diverse array of models (Section 2.1.1), model parameters and physical boundary conditions, then form a distri-
bution to assess the most probable source mapping and quantify the convergence. At several points in this work, 
the resulting mappings are illustrated using a potential field source surface (PFSS, Altschuler & Newkirk, 1969; 
Schatten et al., 1969) corona and a Parker spiral representation of the inner heliosphere (Neugebauer et al., 1998; 
Nolte & Roelof, 1973; Parker, 1958). See, for example, Badman et al., 2020; Koukras et al., 2022; Rouillard 
et al., 2020 and Section 2.1.1 for specific details of how the modeling works in this case.

There are numerous novelties to performing these predictions for the Parker mission due to its unique orbits, 
whose key features we illustrate in Figure 1. In the left panel we show the mission trajectory in inertial coordi-
nates for which the very elliptical nature of the orbits is clearly illustrated. In the right-hand panel, the same orbits 
are shown in the solar-corotating (or "Carrington", Carrington (1863)) reference frame in which the Sun's angular 
rotation (25.38 day period) is removed, meaning only the spacecraft moves in these plots and solar wind stream 
structure can be plotted as static in time. This latter frame is, therefore, the most useful for understanding source 
mappings for Parker.

From these plots, we note that Parker's orbits evolve significantly throughout the mission. They are organized into 
families of progressively closer perihelia separated by Venus gravity assists. We refer to the portion of each orbit 
where Parker is close to the Sun and moves as faster or faster than solar rotation as an “encounter”, and abbreviate, 
for example, “Encounter 1” as E01.

In Figure  1, we contrast E01 (the very first perihelion of the mission from November 2018, which reached 
35.7 R⊙) and E10, the main subject of this manuscript which took place in November 2021 and was the first orbit 
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to reach a perihelion of 13.3 R⊙. The contrast shows that even relative to the record-breaking first perihelion, 
Parker's most recent orbits are dramatically closer to the Sun.

However, while the close approach distances are usually the headline of the mission, the angular motion in the 
co-rotating frame is equally as novel. The Carrington frame transformation reveals how Parker's perihelia include 
an interval where Parker moves faster than solar rotation and therefore moves prograde with respect to sources 
on the Sun. In the most recent orbits, this period has expanded to cover over 150° longitude, and the central 120° 
longitude is covered in less than 3 days (see the black squares in Figure 1, which are spaced 24 hr apart). This 
leads to an unprecedented set of measurements covering a huge spatial range in a very short period of time. As 
we will see in this paper, this leads to a powerful new way to verify source mapping and infer large scale coronal 
structure directly from in situ measurements.

The structure of this paper is as follows: In Section 2 we introduce the magnetic footpoint prediction campaigns 
carried out in support of each of Parker's perihelion passes. We summarize the methodology for collecting predic-
tions and combining them to establish a consensus location. We then present in Section 3 an overview of the 
predictions made during Parker E10, the primary focus of this work. Next, in Section 4, we turn our attention to 
utilizing  the Parker data after each perihelion to evaluate the predictions and highlight how Parker's spatial motion 
in its most recent orbit makes this evaluation stronger. We then contrast the E10 results predictions with early 
predictions for E04 and show under which coronal conditions our predictions are most accurate and convergent 
(Section 4.3). To close our analysis, we discuss how interpreting Parker measurements as large spatial cuts through 
coronal structure, we can use well-validated footpoint mapping to relate this structure to coronal magnetic topol-
ogy and illustrate this with an example of a cut through the Alfvèn surface (Section 4.4). In Section 5, we discuss 
the key inferences and takeaways from the various analyses presented in the prior sections. Lastly, we close with 
Sections 6 and 7 where we present our major conclusions and identify directions for future work. Additionally, in 
Appendix A, we discuss miscellaneous practical aspects of making these predictions operationally and dissemi-
nating the results.

Figure 1. Orbital Geometry of the 13.3 R⊙ orbit family. Parker's E10 orbital track projected into the solar equatorial plane is shown in black with E01 shown in yellow 
for contrast. Black squares are spaced 24 hr apart. Faint gray curves show the full prime mission trajectory (i.e., 24 orbits). The left-hand panel shows the inertial J2000 
reference frame for which the orbit's elliptical nature and decreasing perihelion is clear. The right-hand panel shows the Carrington frame, which is most relevant for 
source mapping. This frame demonstrates the enormous range of solar longitude traversed by Parker in its latter orbits over just a few days around perihelion. Cyan 
shading shows the ∼9-day interval of E10 where Parker co-rotates or super-rotates with respect to the Sun, which is the focus of this study.
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2. Parker Footpoint Prediction Campaigns
Since its fourth solar encounter (E04 January 2020), Parker has spent a significant portion of its perihelia passages 
on the Earth-facing hemisphere of the inner heliosphere. As a result, there has been a significant effort made 
to enable Earth-based observers to make coordinated observations of the specific locations on the Sun which 
source the plasma measured in situ by Parker (see Appendix A for a discussion of the practical aspects of these 
campaigns). These locations will be referred to as “(magnetic) footpoints” or “solar wind sources” interchangea-
bly throughout this work. Although such remote-in situ connections have been attempted for as long as there have 
simultaneously been both types of solar observatories online (e.g., Nolte et al., 1976), achieving it with Parker 
has the potential to be much more robust and informative due to its close approach to the Sun and the subsequent 
reduction in processing of the solar wind plasma between emission and receipt. Such targeted observations are 
of vital importance for maximizing the science return of missions like Parker, resulting in a two-way benefit in 
which remote observations can be used to contextualize the in situ datasets, while the in situ data can then be 
traced back to remotely observed processes on the Sun to better understand the intrinsic physical processes. As 
mentioned earlier, achieving localized observational targets ahead of time is important to use many of the highest 
resolution instruments at Earth since their fields of view are much smaller than the solar disk.

2.1. Footpoint Predictions and Establishing a Consensus

A fundamental ingredient to achieving these coordinated observations is therefore making footpoint predictions 
in advance of each orbit. Making these predictions necessarily entails computational modeling since the in situ 
data that can later be used for verification (Section 4) has not yet been taken. For the Parker mission, this data is 
not even available near-real-time since the spacecraft attitude required to safeguard the system from solar radia-
tion during perihelion precludes communication with Earth (Kinnison et al., 2020). The key challenge is how to 
produce the most accurate footpoints possible without in situ data constraints.

The modeling involves producing global numerical representations of the coronal and heliospheric plasma, flying 
Parker's upcoming trajectory through the model, and tracing inwards continuous magnetic field lines (or equiva-
lently under the frozen-in theorem, velocity streamlines in the co-rotating frame if the model includes fluid flow) 
that connect Parker to a certain location on the Sun which is specified as a heliographic coordinate on the solar 
surface (i.e., longitude and latitude at the photosphere). In this work, we utilize predictions from several different 
models with differing internal physics and input boundary conditions, but all are broadly carrying out this same 
high-level task (see Section 2.1.1 for a discussion of some of the differences between the models run for E10).

We use this universality of the modeling task as our primary method for maximizing prediction accuracy and 
quantifying the uncertainty: We simply require each model to produce a prediction in the same format: CSV files 
with columns “Date”, “Time”, “Carrington Longitude” and “Carrington Latitude” and data entries extending 
from the time of the prediction through the rest of the upcoming encounter (see Badman et al. (2023) for exam-
ples). We then collect the data from these files and bin the heliographic locations into windows of time of arrival 
of the plasma at Parker (initially every 6 hr in the first iterations of this methodology, but more recently every 
hour as Parker's angular velocity at perihelion has increased). We treat the collection of locations in each window 
as an ensemble of predictions from which we want to establish a consensus source location and record some 
information about the spread in predictions to encode the uncertainty.

This consensus establishment process is illustrated in Figure 2. Following from panels (1)–(3), we show how a 
given ensemble is drawn from several different models (and within each model, variation in model parameters 
and input boundary condition, i.e., there is a sub-ensemble for each model). The overall ensemble is then fitted 
with a Kent distribution (Kent (1982), a.k.a. the 5-parameter Fisher-Bingham distribution or FB5), which is the 
spherical analogue of an elliptical Gaussian in a 2D plane. This distribution behaves well on the whole sphere 
(i.e., it is not tripped up at the poles or by crossing periodic boundary conditions) and captures how concentrated 
the distribution is as well as the orientation on the sphere over which it is spread. The fit is performed with 
software implemented by Fraenkel (2014). Having fit the distribution, we then reduce the information down to 
the distribution peak, which we term the “source centroid”, and a half-maximum contour (analogous to the full 
width at half-maximum of a 1D distribution) which is an ellipse encoding the uncertainty. The source centroid 
is interpreted as the “consensus” solar wind source that remote observers are advised to target (see section A2 
for a discussion on the subtlety of the timestamp the target is valid for, a determination which has been actively 
evolving in recent iterations of this methodology).
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Figure 2. Steps for establishing consensus from an ensemble of footpoint predictions. (1) Footpoint predictions for a 
certain window of times of arrival at Parker supplied as Carrington longitude and latitude are gathered from different 
model predictions as an ensemble. (2) The ensemble is fitted to an elliptical Gaussian on a sphere with a Kent distribution 
(Fraenkel, 2014; Kent, 1982). (3) From the fit, the distribution centroid is the “consensus” source location, while the 
half-maximum contour of the distribution encodes the uncertainty.
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2.1.1. Models Used for Footpoint Predictions for E10

The legend of Figure 2 indicates the four different model sources for which predictions were provided during 
encounter 10. We briefly outline the differences and specifics of each model uses to derive footpoint estimates.
 • WSA results come from the Wang-Sheeley-Arge (WSA, C. N. Arge and Pizzo (2000); C. N. Arge et al. (2003); C. 

Arge et al. (2004)) model. WSA combines the potential field source surface (PFSS, Altschuler and Newkirk (1969); 
Schatten et al. (1969)) and Schatten current sheet (SCS, Schatten (1972)) models to specify the global inner and 
outer corona magnetic field, respectively, and an empirical relationship to prescribe the asymptotic solar wind 
speed on a grid on the outer boundary of the coronal model, which is typically set to between 5 and 21.5 Rs. Solar 
wind macro-particles are then propagated quasi-ballistically (i.e., ad hoc stream interactions are included to prevent 
fast streams from bypassing slow ones) outward from the model boundary to the satellite, carrying with them the 
memory of the photospheric footpoint of the magnetic field line on which they originated. For the Parker footpoint 
predictions, WSA models were run for ADAPT-GONG, ADAPT-HMI, and GONGz input magnetograms.

 • UCB results come from PFSS modeling performed with pfsspy (Stansby et al., 2020) and ballistic mapping for 
the heliospheric part in a framework developed at UC Berkeley for supporting Parker's first orbit (Badman 
et al., 2020; Bale et al., 2019). In short, for a given magnetogram a PFSS model is run with some source 
surface radius Rss. Parker's trajectory is then used to seed numerous Parker spiral field lines which are used 
to project Parker's position down to Rss. At this point, field line tracing is performed using the built-in field 
line tracing tool in pfsspy to draw a field line from Rss to 1R⊙. The longitude and latitude of this footpoint is 
then the prediction supplied. This process is iterated with different global magnetic maps (ADAPT-GONG 
and ADAPT-HMI, and ADAPT realizations therein (C. N. Arge et al., 2010; Arge et al., 2011; Hickmann 
et al., 2015)) and values of Rss for a given prediction day.

 • PSI predictions come from models run at Predictive Science Inc., which include (a) an independent PFSS solver 
(Caplan et al., 2021) and ballistic heliosphere, with steps similar to those of UCB, and (b) predictions from the 
Magnetohydrodynamics Algorithm outside a Sphere (MAS) (e.g., Riley et al. (2019); Riley et al. (2021)). For 
the MHD solutions, we map the solar wind ballistically back to 30 RS, after which we trace along the appro-
priate field lines back to the solar surface. When the spacecraft is within 30 RS, there is, of course, no ballistic 
component to the mapping procedure. As with UCB, the PSI team creates a suite of realizations using both 
ADAPT-GONG and ADAPT-HMI magnetograms (updated to 1200 and 0800 on the day of the prediction, 
respectively), together with a range of source surface heights for the PFSS model.

 • UAH predictions come from the University of Alabama, Huntsville Multiscale Fluid-Kinetic Simulation 
Suite (MS-FLUKSS, Pogorelov et al.  (2014); Pogorelov (2023); Singh et al.  (2022)), which can solve the 
Reynolds-averaged ideal MHD equations for the mixture of thermal and nonthermal solar wind ions coupled 
with the kinetic Boltzmann equation describing the transport of neutral atoms. An adaptive mesh refinement 
technique can be employed for efficient high-resolution calculations. The MS-FLUKSS heliospheric MHD 
model is coupled with the WSA model (Kim et al., 2020), which uses both ADAPT-GONG and ADAPT-HMI 
input magnetograms, with the PFSS source surface height and the WSA outer boundary at 2.5⊙ and 10⊙, 
respectively. Hence, field line tracing is performed through the MHD domain down to 10 R⊙ instantaneously 
at approximately 1 hr cadence, where the origin of the field line on the photosphere is already known, as 
described earlier for WSA.

3. E10 Footpoint Predictions
In the present work, we are primarily focused on the results of the prediction campaign for Encounter 10 (E10) 
which took place in November 2021, and was the first Parker orbit to reach a perihelion distance of 13.3 R⊙, (the 
prior distance was 15.8 R⊙ as of April 2021). As discussed in Section 1, in addition to the substantially closer 
perihelion distance, the newest orbits of Parker are also novel in their extremely large longitudinal coverage 
around the Sun in a very short time over perihelion.

E10 was a “partially on-disk” encounter where Parker's footpoints passed behind the west limb shortly after 
perihelion, and therefore had a small-scale prediction campaign (Section A1). Updates were issued on 2021/11/8, 
2021/11/11, and 2021/11/15. Perihelion occurred on 2021/11/21 at 8 a.m. UTC, while limb passage was predicted 
to occur by 12 p.m. UTC the same day.

In Figure 3 we present the source predictions and derived consensus source locations produced at the time 
of E10, that is, prior to in situ data from that orbit becoming available for the last issued update for the 
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Figure 3. Summary of footpoint predictions for Parker Encounter 10. Both panels depict the encounter 10 predictions for 
Parker's footpoint connectivity as updated on 2021/11/15, superimposed on SDO/AIA 211 Å remote observations. The top 
panel is the helioprojective view from the date of the update, while the bottom panel shows a heliographic projective with 
EUV data from a Carrington rotation centered around the date of the update. Different colored dots show the distribution of 
predictions from different models (see main text), while the white points with black outlines show the consensus, and the faint 
white contours show the associated half-maximum contour (see Section 2.1). The footpoints track from left to right in time in 
both plots as Parker rotates faster than the Sun during perihelion.
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encounter (2021/11/15). The two-panel figure shows the input ensembles as colored scatter points (refer to 
Section 2.1.1 for specifics on the ensemble members). The derived consensus and uncertainty ellipses are 
shown as white markers and white contours projected in both the helioprojective frame as seen from Earth on 
2021/11/15 (top) and in the Carrington frame (bottom). The background texture is SDO/AIA 211 Å Extreme 
ultraviolet data (For the Carrington frame it is assembled from 1 solar rotation centered on 2021/11/15). A 
cyan dashed curve shows the same solar limb contour in both panels allowing the panels to be related to each 
other.

The top line of the prediction is straightforward to see from the figure. As annotated, the predicted footpoints 
(which move from left to right chronologically in both panels as Parker rotates faster than the solar surface) 
cluster in turn in a series of three isolated mid-latitude coronal holes in the southern hemisphere. All three are 
verifiable as dark regions in the EUV data. The first two have significant spatial extent, while the third is thin 
and extended. As will be verified later with magnetic modeling, all three are negative polarity and therefore the 
prediction also entailed suggesting Parker would not have any heliospheric current sheet crossings during this 
encounter.

Figure 3 also emphasizes the large range of solar longitude crossed by Parker during its latest encounters over a 
relatively short time. In fact, the entire traversal from one limb to the other shown in this plot takes place over just 
9 days, with the bulk of that time occupied by Parker hovering over source 1 and source 3 as it respectively goes 
through inbound and outbound corotation with the Sun (see the date labels in the figure). We note that a subtlety 
not directly conveyed by the figure that although all three sources are visible on disk on the date the prediction 
was issued, the Sun continues to rotate as seen from Earth. As a result, source 3 rotates behind the limb before 
Parker reaches it. However, the first two sources were synchronously visible while Parker connected to them.

The predictions are also tightly clustered. For time intervals where Parker is predicted to connect to one of the 
three coronal holes, almost all ensemble members were located within the same coronal hole. There was no 
bifurcation. This led to high confidence in this prediction despite the lack of available in situ data at the time it 
was issued.

Note that of the consensus points (white circles) not located within the coronal holes, their location is driven by 
difficulties in the consensus fitting procedure when Parker is moving extremely rapidly across the disk. For this 
encounter, we still used six-hour windows for the consensus fitting. However, for this orbit, 6 hr near perihelion 
constitutes a large amount of longitudinal motion which causes some windows to contain ensemble members 
from two of the sources. When generating the consensus then, the fitted centroid was averaged between the 
sources, and the error ellipse grew large and protracted in longitude, as can be verified from the figure.

4. Prediction Evaluation
We now combine these predictions with in situ data obtained after the encounter. We discuss how we cast the data 
to spatial coordinates and then use it to evaluate the predictions, thereby inferring the global coronal structure.

4.1. In Situ Data and Ballistic Projection

We first introduce in situ data taken by Parker during encounter 10, specifically looking at the 9-day interval over 
which Parker was corotating or super-rotating with respect to the corona as highlighted earlier in Figure 1. In the 
left-hand column of Figure 4 we show (from top to bottom) timeseries of the radial component of the magnetic 
field (BR) measured by Parker/FIELDS (Bale et al., 2016), the electron density (Ne) as measured by quasi-thermal 
noise (QTN) signatures (Moncuquet et al., 2020) from Parker/FIELDS/RFS spectrograms (Pulupa et al., 2017) and 
the solar wind radial velocity moment (VR) from Parker/SWEAP/SPAN-i (Kasper et al., 2016; Livi et al., 2022). 
In the bottom panel, we compute the Alfvèn mach number MA = VR/VA where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅∕

√

𝜇𝜇0𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 is the Alfvèn 
speed. The bottom panel is therefore a derived quantity from the three panels above. This derivation requires 
that the input data are all evaluated at the same timestamps. We therefore linearly interpolate all this data to a 
five-minute cadence, which is plotted in Figure 4.

Timeseries are the most common format in which in situ heliospheric datasets are typically presented, and for 
Parker they can still be used to extract immediate interesting properties of the encounter. For example, the radial 
magnetic field shows Parker remained in a negative polarity stream throughout the encounter, and its magnitude 
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scaled with the usual 1/R 2 Parker spiral trend (Badman et al., 2021; Bale et al., 2019). The minimum in BR repre-
sents the time of perihelion in the timeseries. The electron density is also seen to grow around perihelion. The 
velocity meanwhile shows that Parker measured moderately fast solar wind speeds in the inbound phase and then 
measured slow wind for much of the outbound period. The Alfvén mach number shows a smooth large-scale 
variation which is driven by the steady increase in the Alfvèn speed as the magnetic field strength increases. 
Near to perihelion, it is close enough to MA = 1 that variation in stream structure drives excursions below the 
Alfvén surface. However, we remark that judging just from the timeseries, the significance of these periods may 
be underestimated as explained in the next paragraph. We will explore this Alfvèn surface structure further in 
Section 4.4.

However, to fully benefit from Parker's unique measurements, it is more powerful to cast the timeseries data returned 
by the spacecraft into spatial coordinates which co-rotate with the Sun. To achieve this, and subsequently to compare 
to coronal model footpoint predictions, we produce the Parker trajectory for a set of timestamps over the time period of 
interest (the same set used to interpolate the data for computing MA). We then use the measured velocity at each inter-
polated timestamp to ballistically project (Badman et al., 2020; MacNeil et al., 2021; Nolte & Roelof, 1973) Parker's 
position at that time to a specific Carrington longitude (and latitude) at 2.5 R⊙. Parker's unique orbit means this is not 
a linear or intuitive transformation. It causes the parts of the timeseries around corotation to collapse or fold back on 
themselves, while it stretches out periods near perihelion when Parker's angular motion is maximal, and thus reveals 
that structures or streams which might appear insignificant in the time series in fact have a substantial spatial extent.

Figure 4. Temporal and spatial distribution of selected in situ data taken during Parker Encounter 10. From top to bottom, data shown are the radial component of the 
magnetic field vector (BR, Parker/FIELDS), QTN-derived electron density (Ne, Parker/FIELDS/RFS), the radial component of the solar wind velocity (VSW, Parker/
SWEAP/SPAN-ion, proton channel moment), and the Alfvèn mach number (MA = VSW/VA) where 𝐴𝐴 𝐴𝐴𝐴𝐴 = 𝐵𝐵𝑅𝑅∕

√

𝜇𝜇0𝑚𝑚𝑝𝑝𝑁𝑁𝑒𝑒 is the Alfvèn velocity). The left-hand panel 
shows the measured timeseries interpolated to a constant cadence of 5 min while the right-hand panel shows the same dataset but as a function of spacecraft position 
ballistically projected down to 2.5 R⊙, as described in the main text. Colormaps for the bottom three rows highlight the relative variation of the relevant data set and 
allow features to be identified in both the left and right-hand columns. The colormap for the BR profile (blue-red) simply encodes the magnetic polarity, which is 
essentially unipolar and negative.
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Having applied the projection, we can now plot our interpolated datasets with the mapped longitude as the x-axis 
and observe how the measurements are distributed across the Sun. The results are shown in the right-hand column 
of Figure 4. As alluded to in the previous paragraph, the transformation strongly deforms the timeseries. We see 
that the small time period near perihelion, where field magnitude and Alfvèn mach number are relatively flat, 
constitutes most of the spatial motion during the encounter. The two sub-alfvènic intervals which appeared small 
in the time series are actually respectively 5 and 20° in longitudinal extent.

The most interesting transformation for the present work, however, is to the velocity profile. We see that it 
collapses into three distinct streams of similar longitudinal extent. The first two streams are relatively fast 
(400–500 km/s) while the last one is very slow (∼200 km/s). Traversing between each of the streams the solar 
wind speed drops and in both cases becomes sub-alfvènic for some or all of the transition. Recall that the general 
prediction for this encounter (without seeing the data) was for three sequential negative polarity coronal hole 
sources, the first two with significant areal extent while the third was narrow and extended.

4.2. Data-Model Comparison

In Figure 5 we illustrate the correspondence between the data introduced above and the footpoint predictions 
with the use of a representative PFSS model (meaning a model where the footpoints are near to the consensus 
points) to supply field lines and a model heliospheric current sheet (HCS). The HCS is located well above the 
latitudes covered by Parker in its orbit, which explains why the predictions are unipolar and negative polarity, 
and is consistent with the measured polarity as indicated by the colourization (blue) of Parker's trajectory in the 
figure.

However, E10 also yields a ready comparison between the solar wind velocity streams measured in situ and the 
predicted sources. This is illustrated in Figure 5 by the colored scatter points superimposed above the blue perihe-
lion loop. These are annotated such that zero velocity would lie on the blue trajectory curve, and VR > 0 causes a 
displacement upwards in latitude. This shows how the solar wind velocity spatial structure presented in Figure 4 
directly corresponds to the source mapping between the three distinct coronal holes. To put it explicitly, the peaks 
in solar wind velocity in each stream occur when the source mapping is in the center of each coronal hole, while 
it slopes off toward the edges.

Figure 5 also illustrates how around the corotation intervals, the timeseries fold back on themselves. The upshot 
of this is that the initial fast wind data in Figure 4 from November 17-20 all correspond to the same coronal 
hole source: Its source first moves slowly eastwards over the center of the stream (but not reaching the east-most 
extent, since the velocity stays high), then reverses westwards. Beyond this point it continues on to the next two 
sources through the remainder of the encounter. A similar turnover is seen above source 3 for the outbound 
phase, but for continuously slow wind. Both intervals may therefore be regarded as “fast radial scans”, where the 
inbound is in fast wind, and the outbound is in slow coronal hole wind. Such scans are very interesting targets for 
studies that aim to study the same stream at multiple heliocentric distances (e.g., Davis et al. (2023)).

4.3. Encounter 04 Comparison - Coronal Conditions for Accurate Source Predictions

In the previous section, we showed multiple independent lines of evidence that our prediction campaign for 
Encounter 10 was highly successful. In this section, we briefly contrast this encounter with another to comment 
on the coronal conditions under which footpoint predictions are most accurate.

It is evident that time-dependent phenomenon will disrupt the accuracy of our footpoint estimates, since the 
models we run (see Section 2.1.1) are all time-independent. Further, they explicitly assume that the current state 
of the corona will remain the true state for some days into the future, since this is necessary to run predictions. 
Such time-dependence is ubiquitous in times of high solar activity. As such, we might assume that the condition 
for accurate predictions should be intervals of low solar activity. However, here we show that “low solar activity” 
is not a sufficient condition for accurate estimates.

In Figure 6 we present prediction ensembles (not consensus, but all modeler contributions) for Encounter 04 
(January 2020, top panel) and Encounter 10 (November 2021, bottom panel) in the Carrington frame. We display 
the Parker perihelion trajectory for both encounters and color by the measured polarity (blue: BR < 0, red: BR > 0). 
We also choose a representative magnetogram date for both encounters and derive (via PFSS modeling) a HCS 
curve using both GONG and HMI-derived ADAPT global magnetic maps (respectively, black and gray curves in 
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the plots) and a coronal hole map from the ADAPT-GONG magnetogram (modeled open field locations). In E04, 
we also keep track of GONG and HMI-based predictions by differentiating the markers as circles and diamonds, 
respectively.

We observe that during Encounter 04, the predictions were extremely bifurcated: All models (different colors) 
were predicting portions of their ensembles to be in the northern or southern polar coronal holes at similar 
longitudes. Not only was this instantaneously true for the prediction depicted in Figure 6, but additionally the 
ensemble members from the same magnetogram type could switch hemisphere from one prediction update to 
the next as the most recent magnetograms were updated. Typically during this campaign, footpoints derived 
from GONG-based  magnetograms clustered in one hemisphere and HMI-based magnetograms clustered in the 
other. This is most obviously seen in Figure 6 around 0 longitude where diamonds (HMI) are all in the northern 
hemisphere, and circles (GONG) are in the southern hemisphere. Although harder to see, this also occurs in the 
perihelion loop (around 90°) where the footpoints are denser.

The root issue here was that the coronal conditions for this encounter were extremely quiet and solar minimum-like: 
The open magnetic field was all confined to the polar coronal holes and the resulting HCS curve was very flat and 

Figure 5. Correspondence between in situ stream structure and magnetic field mapping. A representative PFSS model (ADAPT-GONG 2021/11/15, 2.5 Rs source 
surface height) is used to generate field lines connecting the ballistically mapped Parker trajectory (blue, indicating consistent measured negative polarity by Parker/
FIELDS) to its sources. Blue/red shading indicates the locations of coronal holes in this model. A narrow dotted line indicates the neutral line/heliospheric current 
sheet from the model. White markers indicate the consensus footpoint locations shown in Figure 3. The dark/light colored trace depicts the Parker/SWEAP/SPAN-i 
data shown in Figure 4 as a function of source surface longitude, allowing the thermal plasma stream structure to be visually associated with the source mapping. It's 
variation is plotted relative to the latitude of Parker's trajectory. White vertical bars indicate six-hr separation in the trajectory as Parker moves from left to right.
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Figure 6. Footpoint prediction distribution for different coronal configurations. Top panel: The footpoint predictions made for Parker Encounter 04 (January 2020) 
from different models and input magnetograms. The extremely flat HCS in the vicinity of Parker's perihelion leads to strongly bifurcated and unstable predictions split 
between both polar coronal holes, and bifurcation between models driven by ADAPT-GONG (circles) versus ADAPT-HMI (diamonds)-based magnetograms. Bottom 
panel: E10 footpoint predictions (see Figure 3). A fainter gray HCS contour in both panels show how the ADAPT-HMI neutral line for the same magnetogram date 
differs from the equivalent ADAPT-GONG one.
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almost perfectly equatorial. Due to Parker also orbiting very near the heliographic equator, this meant that only 
a small shift in the model HCS line would move Parker's location from one side of the streamer belt to another. 
These shifts were small enough to be caused by the normal variation of changing the on-disk portion of the 
magnetogram by 1 day and, as illustrated by the black versus gray HCS, by varying which instrument is used to 
assemble the magnetogram even if issued on the same day.

Additionally, even assuming predictions did converge on one hemisphere or another, when the only source is 
the edge of the featureless polar coronal hole, it is hard to be accurate since predictions essentially follow the 
longitude of the ballistically propagated field line. Thus there is a large spread in longitudes for a given prediction 
window which is constrained not by the well-modeled coronal hole topology, but rather by the crudely modeled 
heliospheric field lines.

The contrasting situation for E10 can be seen from the bottom panel of Figure 6. As we have reported in prior 
sections, the magnetic footpoints from all different modeling sources and input boundary conditions clustered 
very tightly on single well-defined sources. This occurs because the heliospheric current sheet is tilted up and 
away from the orbit of Parker significantly enough that small perturbations in the model from differing magneto-
grams (again, visually compare the black and gray curve) do not cause any magnetic separatrices to cross Parker's 
trajectory at perihelion. Further, because each source was an isolated mid-latitude coronal hole, each expands in 
the model to cover a large region in the outer corona, so that a large portion of Parker's orbital path maps down  to 
a much smaller region. This means that instead of the spread in footpoints being typically set by the spread in 
ballistically-mapped longitudes, it is instead set by the size of the coronal hole itself, which is much smaller 
(Koukras et al., 2022).

Finally, these contrasting campaigns also show how the much larger corotation loop in the most recent orbits 
also helps the situation by causing the connectivity to move between very different sources in the same peri-
helion. Thus the signatures of source changes, as shown in previous sections, are much more obvious in the in 
situ data.

Thus we conclude that the most robust situation for source mapping (for a near-ecliptic spacecraft) is not the 
most quiet, solar minimum-like conditions, since a flat featureless corona gives rise to difficulties navigating the 
HCS separatrix when trying to predict footpoints. Instead, we do indeed benefit from low solar activity in that 
it negates the impact of time-dependent phenomena, but we also require that there be strong perturbations  to 
the heliospheric current sheet, and correspondingly, mid or equatorial coronal hole sources which cause such 
perturbations. Both the presence of the warped current sheet and isolated coronal holes contribute to reduced 
uncertainty in our footpoint predictions.

4.4. Inferring Global Coronal Structure: The Alfvèn Surface of E10

In this last analysis section, we demonstrate how combining the in situ measurements with the verified field line 
mapping allows powerful inferences of global coronal structure.

In the bottom panel of Figure 7 we display Parker's Carrington-frame trajectory for E10 projected into the helio-
graphic equatorial plane and colourize it by the Alfvèn mach number following the same color normalization as 
in Figure 4, which clearly shows the spatial extent and locations of the two sub-alfvènic intervals.

On top of this, we superimpose a simple construction to create a visual representation of the topology of the 
Alfvèn surface. Following (Liu et al., 2021, 2023), we take Parker's heliocentric distance as a timeseries and 
divide it by MA where we smooth the data via a rolling 20 min (4 × 5 min data points) window. Recombining this 
modified radius coordinate with Parker's Carrington longitude gives us the black curve which necessarily inter-
sects Parker's orbit when MA = 1, is further out than Parker when MA < 1 and closer in that Parker when MA > 1. 
The curve is not intended to be quantitative in how much further out or in it is relative to Parker when MA ≠ 1, 
but does qualitatively capture the large-scale undulations in the surface which are implied by the data. However, 
we note that this construction as used by Liu et al. (2021); Liu et al. (2023) is the limiting case of physical scaling 
assuming the radial magnetic field and plasma density vary as 1/r 2 and a constant solar wind speed (e.g., Weber 
et al., 1967). In particular, the latter assumption of constant wind speed needs quantitative re-examination with 
Parker now measuring substantial solar wind acceleration (Dakeyo et al., 2022; Halekas et al., 2022), but for the 
purposes of the present manuscript is sufficient to describe when Parker is above or below the Alfvèn surface.
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Figure 7. Empirical constraints on the shape of the Alfvèn surface and source region relations. The bottom panel shows 
Parker's E10 trajectory (bottom right to top left in time), colourized by measured Alfvèn Mach number. An empirical 
estimate of the Alfvèn surface constrained by the measured MA = 1 crossings is shown in black (see main text). A small 
square shows the region depicted in the top panel which shows PFSS field line mappings from 4 R⊙ down, colourized by the 
measured Alfvèn mach number so they can be related to the Alfvèn surface structure above. Both instances of sub-alfvènic 
wind (corresponding to an outward protrusion in the Alfvèn surface) are associated with pseudostreamer magnetic topology 
as in Kasper et al. (2021), although the first instance also appears to coincide with a traversal of a CME leg (McComas 
et al., 2023).
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Thus we see the Parker data combined with its unique orbit allow estimation of large-scale properties of the 
corona and imply that the Alfvèn surface is typically within 13 RS but has protrusions outwards which Parker has 
crossed. This empirical finding is interesting in its own right and consistent with a “wrinkled surface” as in Liu 
et al. (2023), as well as the lower ranges of prior estimates of the Alfvèn surface altitude, for example, (DeForest 
et al., 2014; Wexler et al., 2021). However, given the excellent validation of our source mapping for this time 
interval, we can go one step further and relate this empirical structure to the coronal magnetic topology.

In the top panel of Figure 7, we present the same field line mapping for E10 as was depicted in Figure 5 from 
a 3D isometric view, and this time use the color of the Alfvèn mach number mapped from the relevant times-
tamp in the Parker measurements. This shows us that the sub-alfvènic regions (where the colorscale goes from 
white to dark blue) occur over the unipolar magnetic separatrices between the individual coronal hole sources 
(pseudostreamers).

5. Discussion
In this work, we presented the full cycle of efforts made to predict Parker's solar wind sources for the purpose of 
facilitating coordinated observations, and subsequent evaluation methods to check the accuracy. We exemplified 
this with the specific campaign for Parker encounter 10, which was the first orbit to reach a perihelion distance 
of 13.3 R⊙. We showed that these most recent orbits provide new tools for the prediction evaluation, using the 
huge and rapid sampling of spatial structure, and showed that E10 was particularly accurate. We used this exam-
ple in contrast to a less accurate encounter (E04) to comment on the coronal conditions when such predictions 
are most accurate. Lastly, we showed how the spatial structure implied by these recent direct measurements can 
be  connected with the magnetic topology of the corona and made novel inferences about the shape of the solar 
alfvèn surface as it relates to the presence of pseudostreamer topology (and resulting slow solar wind) low in the 
corona.

In Section 2, we presented a detailed account of the methodology used to make footpoint predictions for each 
encounter of the Parker mission. Our approach is model agnostic in the sense that it regards predictions from 
all different models as ensemble members from which a probability distribution is fitted, and then a consensus 
source location is extracted as the location of maximum likelihood.

In Section 2.1.1, we discussed the footpoint modeling procedure and the specific models used in this work. It is 
worth remarking briefly on the shared limitations of these models. Although the MHD models used are much 
more sophisticated than the PFSS models in terms of constituent physics, they are all time-independent and driven 
by the same set of boundary conditions. A key assumption for the source estimates is that our model of the corona 
and heliosphere remains valid for at least the time it takes a solar wind plasma parcel to propagate out to Parker. 
While this is undoubtedly a better assumption for Parker than, for example, 1 au connectivity, it does necessarily 
mean there is unmodeled physics not present in our ensemble. Another missing element is that our models are all 
smooth and relatively low resolution, meaning they do not contain any waves or turbulence. These effects could 
lead to plasma parcel random-walks and therefore field line meandering (e.g., Chhiber et al. (2021)).

However, as we saw in Section 4, regardless of this missing physics, our footpoint predictions under the right 
conditions (Section 4.3), and especially for Parker E10, do correspond well to in situ data at large scales. It is 
nevertheless worth being cognizant of these subtleties and realizing that large scale accuracy does not automati-
cally mean accuracy at arbitrary precision (e.g., at scales much smaller than the source coronal holes).

In Section  3 we showed an exposition of the prediction results for E10. Over 9  days between inbound and 
outbound corotation, Parker was predicted to connect to a series of three negative polarity equatorial coronal 
holes, with the traversal between all three taking place in ∼2 days around perihelion (21 November 2021). Prior to 
having any in situ data to validate, there were already at least two reasons to be confident in the prediction. First, 
the ensemble of footpoints obtained from different models and boundary condition choices was tightly clustered 
and consistent. Second, the sources the predictions clustered on were verifiable in synchronous EUV images 
available at the time of the prediction.

Then, in Section 4, we explored the process of evaluating the predictions both for E10 and more generally. In 
Section 4.1 we presented in situ timeseries data from E10 and showed how the motion of Parker distorts the data 
profiles when it is cast into spatial coordinates. In Section 4.2, we examined how the spatial coronal structure 
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implied by the thermal plasma measurements made by Parker for E10 provided a very clear validation of the 
prediction in addition to predicting a consistent (negative) magnetic polarity.

In prior encounters, magnetic polarity has been our main discriminator in evaluating the predictions. Although 
the constraint can be somewhat stronger if there is an HCS crossing inside the encounter (where polarity in the 
data clearly changes from one sign to another, e.g., Badman et al. (2022)), in general, this is a rather weak source 
verification method since it can only verify that the predicted source was located in the correct magnetic sector 
but cannot discriminate between particular coronal holes or other sources.

However, the velocity stream structure correspondence is a much more powerful constraint as it directly addresses 
the structure and morphology of the sources. The first two streams had moderately fast wind at their peaks, while 
the third was continuously very slow. The first two coronal holes accordingly were relatively large and shaped 
such that they clearly had an exterior boundary and a central region where the field undergoes less non-radial 
expansion. The third, meanwhile, was thin and extended, suggesting almost all open flux emanating from it 
necessarily has a high expansion factor. The relationships between these coronal holes and the peak solar wind 
speeds conform well with the expectations of empirical relations between expansion factors and solar wind speed 
(Wang & Sheeley, 1990; C. N. Arge & Pizzo, 2000) as well as the distance from the coronal hole boundary (Riley 
et al., 2001; C. N. Arge et al., 2003). Further, the minima in velocity between the streams align well with unipolar 
separatrices, both while traversing pseudostreamers (around 15° and 100°) and in approaching (but not crossing) 
the HCS around 60°, which is consistent with prior associations between such separatrices and slow solar wind 
(e.g., Antiochos et al., 2011; Wang et al., 2012), especially slow solar wind dominated by alfvènic fluctuations 
(e.g., Panasenco et al., 2020) which is nearly ubiquitous in Parker observations (Bale et al., 2019).

This comparison method as a whole is a major novelty of Parker's most recent orbits that relies on the fact 
that Parker crosses a huge range of longitudinal distance around the Sun in a very short time. Earlier in the 
mission, Parker's perihelion hovered for 2 weeks over a very small region of the Sun (Badman et al., 2020; Bale 
et al., 2019). Other missions have only ever moved across the Sun's surface in slow retrograde motion (similar to 
the Earth) and at much larger heliocentric distances meaning temporal evolution of the corona and stream inter-
action and evolution are much harder to disentangle from the original coronal source structure.

In Section 4.3, we investigated under which conditions our footpoint predictions were accurate with reference to 
E10 (for which we had excellent validation of the predictions), and E04 (for which the predictions were extremely 
uncertain). The two situations were interesting to contrast in that E04 occurred during extremely quiet solar mini-
mum conditions, while E10 occurred later in the solar cycle. The key difference was that since there is intrinsic 
noise in the position of the heliospheric current sheet when considering model results from different magneto-
grams and model codes, a flat, near-equatorial current sheet means the footpoints of a near-equatorial spacecraft 
such as Parker are quite unstable: small amounts of variation can cause the HCS sepatatrix to cross the spacecraft 
trajectory unpredictably, and change the footpoint location drastically. By contrast, in E10 the HCS was substan-
tially warped and located well away from where Parker spent the encounter. This meant that small amounts of 
model-model variation barely changed the footpoints since the source coronal holes appeared near-universally 
in all prediction ensemble members. Additionally, while there was solar activity on the Sun during E10, Parker's 
orbit was fortuitously aligned with quiet regions without significant active region or transient activity.

Finally, in Section 4.4, we explored how the combination of in situ data from Parker's unique orbit, and source 
mapping for E10 gave us insight into the global structure of Alfvén surface. Specifically, we associated the two 
sub-alfvénic intervals of the encounter with unipolar separatrices (pseudostreamers) between neighboring solar 
wind streams, similar to the first such sub-alfvènic interval explored in Kasper et al. (2021). It is not a surprising 
association since pseudostreamers are generally thought to be a contributing source of the slow solar wind (Wang 
et al., 2012; Wang & Ko, 2019; Wang & Panasenco, 2019) and do not have a current sheet so maintain a strong 
B field throughout the structure. It is also a similar association to that highlighted recently by (Liu et al., 2023) 
who associate earlier sub-alfvènic crossings of Parker with overexpanded field from the edge of coronal holes, a 
structure they term a “low Mach-number boundary layer” (LMBL). We also comment that the radial scans on the 
inbound and outbound portions of the orbit allow the same portion of the surface to be estimated over an extended 
period of time. Our scaling to reconstruct RA resulted in a surface which was roughly constant, however, there 
was still a finite thickness due to noise in the input data. This will be interesting to compare in future work with 
turbulent expectations of the thickness of the Alfvèn surface (Chhiber et al., 2022) and allowing the solar wind to 
accelerate self-consistently (e.g., Dakeyo et al., 2022).
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The two individual sub-alfvènic intervals bear some discussion. The first one which occurs between the two 
fast wind streams is relatively narrow (about 5° longitude) and the mach number only reaches ∼0.9, implying 
it is a marginal crossing. Additionally, it occurs at the same time as Parker is thought to have crossed through 
the leg of a slow-moving CME released earlier (McComas et al., 2023), thus it is likely the Alfvèn surface 
location is perturbed by this transient disturbance. Since CMEs are typically faster than the ambient solar 
wind they plow through, it is possible the Mach number would drop further if Parker traversed the separatrix 
earlier.

The second interval is a more substantial sub-alfvènic crossing spanning over 20° of longitude and with MA reach-
ing as low as 0.1. Additionally, embedded in the stream is a sharp excursion back into the super-alfvènic regime 
driven by a sudden drop out in the magnetic field. The longitude where this occurs (and the turbulent properties 
therein, Zhao et al. (2022)) is consistent with Parker having a local close approach to the HCS, depending on 
the model chosen from the prediction ensemble (see e.g., the difference between the gray and black HCS in the 
bottom panel of Figure 6). Therefore Parker may be sampling a relatively non-trivial region of plasma in which 
pseudostreamers and the solar helmet streamer interact with each other and create a complex undulation in the 
Alfvèn surface.

With this Alfvǹ surface investigation, we are showing that magnetic topology low in the corona has a directly 
traceable imprint on the near-Sun solar wind - namely the outward protrusions in the Alfvèn surface, over a large 
range of solar longitude as probed by the unique orbit of Parker. This traceability between sources to make power-
ful inferences about the corona and heliosphere has also recently been explored by (Bale et al., 2023). Those 
authors use the clearly defined first two coronal holes studied here to examine the acceleration mechanism of the 
fast solar wind, and were able to convincingly tie the predicted solar wind signatures of interchange reconnection 
of mixed polarity field within the open field regions to in situ signatures present in those two solar wind streams.

6. Conclusions
Here we summarize our overall findings from this study.

We demonstrated our methodology for predicting the magnetic footpoints of Parker ahead of its perihelia passes, 
including our method to improve accuracy and quantify uncertainty via establishing a consensus footpoint from 
ensembles of predictions from different models and boundary conditions. We illustrated via studying Parker 
Encounter 10, that such an approach can and does work, since when the footpoints are most accurate, the predic-
tions across different modeling approaches converge to the same sources.

The orbital dynamics of Parker's most recent perihelia enable the interpretation of the in situ timeseries data as a 
spatial prograde cut through a substantial portion of the inner heliosphere and outer corona in a very short time 
(over 120° in 3 days). This rapid spatial cut will only grow in scale as the mission perihelion further shrinks.

This spatially-interpreted data enables a novel and powerful way to evaluate source mapping predictions for 
Parker: The thermal plasma components measured by Parker/SWEAP (Kasper et al., 2016) exhibit clear longitu-
dinal stream structure. This structure can be directly traced to the transitions between different sources. Enabling 
this is.

1.  The large spatial scale of the perihelia, meaning significantly distinct sources are sampled sequentially.
2.  The rapid motion, meaning that the coronal structure does not have time to evolve substantially between 

sources, and therefore is appropriately modeled by a single time-independent model.
3.  The extremely close distance of Parker to the Sun, meaning that the solar wind is much less processed and the 

streamlines are all near radial so stream interactions do not disrupt the stream structure to a significant extent.
4.  The relatively favorable alignment of the orbit with the Earth, allowing the most relevant regions of the 

photosphere to be observed near synchronously with the magnetograms which are the fundamental boundary 
condition of the individual models.

For E10 specifically, this correspondence was especially clear and took the form of three clear solar wind veloc-
ity streams corresponding to three distinct coronal hole sources of the same (negative) polarity. Pseudostreamer 
separatrices between the different unipolar sources corresponded to local minima in solar wind speed and addi-
tionally locations where Parker's crossed the Alfvèn surface. The different sizes and shapes of the coronal holes 
correlated well with the wind speeds (fast wind for the first two and slow wind for the third).
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Next, using E10 as a case study of “successful footpoint predictions”, the conditions under which such predictions 
are accurate were illustrated by contrasting with Encounter 04 (January 2020), when the prediction quality was 
much lower, even though there was almost perfect solar minimum conditions. In both cases, there was very low 
solar activity at the longitudes that Parker explored during in encounter, however, this was not a sufficient condi-
tion for accurate footpoints. An additional ingredient was the presence of a significant inclination or warping in 
the HCS, such that small day-to-day or magnetogram-to-magnetogram model variation does not significantly 
move magnetic separatrices with respect to Parker's trajectory.

For the E04 results where the footpoints were strongly bifurcated, it was observed that footpoints were more 
similar among model results driven by the same magnetogram than by different models driven by the same 
magnetogram, implying the input boundary condition is at least as important as the physics of the model for the 
application of field line tracing (see also Riley et al. (2006); Badman et al. (2022)).

Lastly, moving beyond their role in source validation, the in situ spatial cuts themselves constitute large-scale slices 
through the global structure of the outer corona and inner heliosphere. Combined with the footpoint mapping, we 
can associate such structure with underlying magnetic topology. We demonstrated this with the measurements 
of the Alfvén Mach number for E10 and found that it implies an average surface just below the current closest 
approach (13.3 R⊙), but also a wrinkled surface with narrow protrusions which cross Parker's trajectory (see 
also Verscharen et al., 2021; Liu et al., 2023). By associating these protrusions with the well-validated source 
mapping, we observed they appear to occur over slow solar wind streams emanating from the tips of pseudos-
treamers or at least the overexpanded edges of coronal holes, as was reported for the first such crossing (Kasper 
et al., 2021).

7. Future Work
Parkar's prime mission includes at least 10 further orbits (at the time of writing), the latter eight of which will all 
be even closer and therefore consist of an even larger spatial cut through coronal structure. Therefore we antic-
ipate repeating the footpoint prediction and validation exercise presented here for all such orbits. There will be 
further iterations to make these as accurate, useful and practical as possible.

For example, as shown by the pipeline in the associated GitHub repository for this work (Badman et al., 2023), 
the analysis required to produce the predictions is very close to being automated. Therefore we aim to complete 
this process and make available the pipeline as a python script. Some human interaction is still needed to 
produce  text descriptions of the predictions to account for such factors as solar activity or multiple source 
centroids (Appendix A).

Additionally, an as yet untapped direction for improving the accuracy of our footpoint predictions is to use 
complementary near real-time observations from 1 au spacecraft and Solar Orbiter (SolO; Müller et al., 2020) 
where available to narrow down the parameter space of the models used in the footpoint ensembles. Specifically, 
magnetic polarity measurements of the most recent orbits to cross the Carrington longitudes of Parker's upcoming 
orbits can be used to constrain the position of the heliospheric current sheet and reject any model results which 
are clearly inconsistent with this. As another example, for cases (such as E10) where the predicted sources are 
coronal holes with specific morphology, the most recent direct EUV observations can be used to confirm or refute 
their existence, or to choose ensemble members where the open field morphology is most similar to the EUV 
observations and weight them higher.

A further key issue for producing useful coordinated observations which was not deeply addressed in the present 
work is the issue of transit timing from Sun to Parker. One objective of such observations is to directly observe the 
injection of impulsive signatures on open field lines at the coronal base and associate them directly with in situ 
signatures at Parker. The time lag between such emission and receipt depends on the disturbance (whether it is 
advected with the solar wind, or propagates at an MHD wave speed in the solar wind), but can be of order hours to 
tens of hours. At peak angular velocity, Parker can move from one source to another at this same timescale. Thus, 
when providing a footpoint and associated timestamp, estimating the transit time can be important. Since E10, 
this consideration has informed an additional component in the prediction files of an “emission time” and “receipt 
time” with an unsophisticated ballistic estimate. For further encounters, especially those closer to the Sun, this 
issue will become even more pronounced, so the estimate should be improved using, for example, the most recent 
available SolO data, to constrain a Parker solar wind curve and integrate to provide an accurate transit time.
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As mentioned in Section 5, time-dependence of the models themselves is also currently not accounted for other 
than in the updating of the magnetic map boundary conditions as often as possible. Time-dependent phenomena 
such as waves and turbulence or just the development of stream interactions is an obvious direction to improve 
the modeling input itself to these procedures. Especially valuable would be using codes that directly follow test 
particles or plasma parcels through the model, rather than relying on smooth magnetic fields. While such mode-
ling is vastly more computationally expensive than the tracing reported in this work, even one or two examples 
which can be compared to the results of time-static field line tracing would allow better estimates of its accuracy 
and precision in the absence of time-dependent effects.

Lastly, there are numerous interesting directions to pursue with regard to empirically constraining the alfvèn 
surface, a key boundary mediating between coronal and solar wind physics (e.g., Weber et al., 1967). Specifically, 
the scaling we used (RA = RPSP/MA) following Liu et al. (2021); Liu et al. (2023) should be revisited and performed 
more carefully with the most recently available information about how the solar wind quantities scale with radius, 
for example, (Dakeyo et  al., 2022; Halekas et  al., 2022). This scaling yielded outward protrusions which are 
likely unphysically high, since they imply Parker would have measured sub-alfvènic excursions as early at its first 
perihelion, which it did not. There are now several orbits for which curves such as that depicted in Figure 7 can 
be derived for and the source regions compared. Further, intervals such as the radial scans, or conjunctions with 
spacecraft can be used to investigate how stable RA is in time and how universal the radial scaling is. Lastly, as 
predicted here and in Liu et al. (2021); Liu et al. (2023), the latter orbits of the Parker mission are likely to reach 
the average RA value implied by our scalings, it may imminently be possible to contrast differences crossings of 
protrusions over special solar wind streams with samples from inside the “normal sub-alfvènic”’ corona.

Appendix A: Practical Aspects of the Prediction Campaigns
In this appendix, we discuss several practical considerations salient to the prediction campaigns and in how we 
disseminate the prediction information to make it useful for remote observers.

A1. Campaign Scope

The consensus fitting procedure described in Section 2.1 is iterated through all the time bins in the provided 
prediction datasets to provide a timeseries of source locations proceeding into the future. In a typical campaign, 
model results are produced on a given day using the most recent magnetogram boundary conditions available. It 
is therefore anticipated that the longer the time horizon of the predictions, the less accurate they will be due to 
future time-evolution of the boundary conditions to the model. For this reason, several updates to the predictions 
are issued during a typical encounter.

Additionally, since the primary goal of the predictions to produce observational targets for Earth-based observers, 
we are mainly concerned with times for which the predicted footpoints are “on-disk”. Different Parker encounters 
have very different on-disk phases, with some encounters occurring mostly behind the limb, some occurring fully 
in view of the earth, and others (most commonly) either going behind the West limb or appearing from behind the 
East limb part way through the encounter. In the most recent orbits, this latter situation is almost always the case 
by virtue of Parker traversing more than a third of the way around the Sun during the encounter.

These considerations affect the scope of the footpoint campaign and the frequency of updates. In situations 
where footpoints are mostly on disk, updates are given more frequently and over a longer time interval, whereas 
in the converse situation, only a few updates are given and over a shorter time range. The predicted footpoints 
are usually truncated at the point where the footpoints go behind the Earth-facing limb, or once Parker is much 
further from the Sun than perihelion.

The on-disk phases are determined ahead of time via ballistic projection estimates (Badman et al., 2020) using the 
Parker spice kernels. Example figures and animations showing these determinations are hosted at the following 
url: https://sppgway.jhuapl.edu/encounters.

A2. Prediction Dissemination

In order to communicate the prediction results in a timely fashion to observers, as part of our prediction pipeline, 
we have defined a typical set of files produced in each update. This includes a CSV file encoding of the predicted 
source locations (latitude and longitude, as well as solar disk coordinates θx, θy), figures which depict the source 
location and uncertainty ellipse both in a Carrington/synoptic map projection and a solar disk projection, and lastly 

https://sppgway.jhuapl.edu/encounters
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a manually written text narrative where the consensus motion on the disk is described, and any non-trivialities 
are discussed.

In more recent encounters (since E12 onwards), the CSV files have included two timestamps to account for the 
two intervals of primary interest to making Parker-solar connections: time of arrival at Parker of plasma parcels 
from a given source at Parker, and the new addition of the time of emission of the source at the footpoint which 
we estimate by assuming some constant ambient solar wind speed, and constant propagation speed all the way 
back to the Sun. Additionally, since the solar disk rotates between these times, although the Carrington longitudes 
connecting both these events (emission at the source, and arrival at Parker) are fixed in time (within the assump-
tions of time-independent modeling), the on-disk position of the source is slightly different. Therefore a second 
value of (θx, θy) is provided for this earlier timestamp as well.

The emission time is subject to significant uncertainties since the true solar wind speed at Parker is unknown at 
the time of prediction, and moreover the solar wind accelerates so a ballistic estimate is necessarily and underes-
timate of the propagation time, and better constraints on it will be the subject of future work in these campaigns.

The platform over which these predictions are communicated also varies with the campaign scope. For partially 
on-disk orbits, with fewer updates, the predictions are conveyed over email to interested observers via a mailing 
list maintained by the Parker management team, while for the more involved fully on-disk occasions, campaigns 
are managed via the Whole Heliosphere and Planetary Interactions group who host and archive the predictions at 
their website: https://whpi.hao.ucar.edu/.

A3. Fitting Failures

As an operational procedure, we typically produce predictions in a relatively time-constrained manner. As such, 
when running the fitting procedure describe in Section 2.1 we need to be able to handle occasions when it fails. 
The most common failure mode we have observed is when the ensemble is bi-modal or multi-modal, which 
typically occurs in the vicinity of predicted HCS crossings. Another apparent failure occurs when the distribution 
only consists of a few points or is too clustered, in which case the fitting software we use (Fraenkel, 2014) has 
numerical difficulties, and a fit does not converge.

In the first case, we typically find the different peaks in the ensemble are located at very different latitudes. As 
a solution, we therefore take the most probable peak (the peak which contains the most ensemble members) and 
exclude the other from the fit via masking by latitude. When reporting the predictions, although our consensus 
data sets show this primary peak, we usually mention the coronal feature corresponding to the other peaks in the 
text narrative.

In the second case where the ensemble is too tightly clustered, the purpose of the Kent distribution in capturing 
the uncertainty is less necessary since we can simply regard the uncertainty as “small”. Therefore when this 
fitting failure mode occurs we do not attempt to fit again but instead, simply take the median longitude and lati-
tude from the ensemble and use this as the consensus location for that time window.

Data Availability Statement
The predicted footpoint ensembles used in Figures 2, 3, 5 and 6 are hosted in a GitHub repository accompanying 
this paper (Badman et al., 2023), which also contains a python jupyter notebook which reproduces all the figures 
shown in this paper and includes the analysis steps of producing the consensus footpoints.

Datasets
All data other than the footpoint ensembles are publicly available from the relevant NASA, mission or instrument 
webpages, and their access is performed inline by the aforementioned jupyter notebook.
The Parker Solar Probe FIELDS (Bale et al., 2016; Pulupa et al., 2017) and SWEAP (Kasper et al., 2016; Livi 
et al., 2022) data used for in the study to constrain and validate the footpoint predictions are archived at the Space 
Physics Data Facility via https://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/data/psp/ and are publicly available (Candey,  2021). 
These data are accessed programmatically in this work in python by pyspedas (see below).
The Solar Dynamics Observatory Atmospheric Imager Assembly data (Lemen et al., 2012) used to contextualize 
footpoint measurements in this work are archived by the Virtual Solar Observatory https://nso.edu/data/vso/, and 

https://whpi.hao.ucar.edu/
https://spdf.gsfc.nasa.gov/pub/data/psp/
https://nso.edu/data/vso/
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the Joint Science Operations Center http://jsoc.stanford.edu/ and are publicly available. These data are accessed 
programmatically in this work in python via solarsynoptic (see below).
The ADAPT magnetic field maps (C. N. Arge et al., 2010; Arge et al., 2011, 2013; Hickmann et al., 2015) used 
to run coronal models in this work are archived by the National Solar Observatory at https://gong.nso.edu/adapt/ 
and are publicly available. Data is accessed directly in this work via requests at the above URL.

Software
All software used in this paper are either included as helper functions in the linked repository (Badman et al., 2023) 
or use open source python libraries:
Version 5.1 of the astropy is used throughout this work for coordinate and frame transformations and working 
with units. It is preserved at doi:10.5281/zenodo.6579729, available via open access and developed openly at 
https://github.com/astropy/astropy (Astropy Collaboration et al., 2013, 2018, 2022).
Version 0.2.0 of the astrospice is used throughout this work for spacecraft trajectory calculation. The persis-
tent link is https://pypi.org/project/astrospice/0.2.0/. It is developed openly at https://github.com/astrospice/
astrospice.
Version 4.3.5 of func_timeout is used for error handling in the consensus fitting procedure. The persistent link is 
https://pypi.org/project/func-timeout/4.3.5/. It is developed openly at https://github.com/kata198/func_timeout.
kent_distribution is used for establishing consensus fits in this work. It is openly developed at https://github.com/
edfraenkel/kent_distribution (Fraenkel, 2014). An edited version of this repository as used here to allow it to 
function in python3 is available via Badman et al. (2023).
Version 3.5.2 of matplotlib is used for all figures presented in this work. It is preserved at doi:10.5281/
zenodo.6513224, available via open access and developed openly at https://github.com/matplotlib/matplotlib 
(Hunter, 2007).
Version 1.1.2 of pfsspy is used for PFSS coronal modeling and field line tracing throughout this work. It is 
preserved at doi:10.5281/zenodo.7025396, available via open access and developed openly at https://github.com/
dstansby/pfsspy (Stansby et al., 2020).
Version 1.4.18 of pyspedas is used for PSP data access. The persistent link is https://pypi.org/project/pyspe-
das/1.4.18/. The project is developed openly at https://github.com/spedas/pyspedas (Angelopoulos et al., 2019).
Version 1.9.1 of scipy is used for data interpolation in this work. It is preserved at doi:10.5281/zenodo.7026742, 
available via open access and developed openly at https://github.com/scipy/scipy (Virtanen et al., 2020).
Version 5.1.2 of spiceypy is the engine behind astrospice. It is preserved at doi:10.5281/zenodo.7204403 and 
is available via open access and developed openly at https://github.com/AndrewAnnex/SpiceyPy (Annex 
et al., 2020).
Version 4.1.0 sunpy is used for enumerable tasks in this manuscript, most notably frame transformations, plotting 
and doing world to pixel coordinate conversions. It is preserved at doi:10.5281/zenodo.7314636 and is available 
via open access and developed openly at https://github.com/sunpy/sunpy (The SunPy Community et al., 2020).
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